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Alpha Wolves connects 
capital with business.

Wolves Summit’s Alpha Wolves event is an 
exclusive forum for growth companies 
partnering with venture and growth capital 
to achieve scale. 



A 2-day hybrid event full of focused talks, 
curated roundtable discussions and a 
chance to engage with the people driving 
change in investment.



I am glad the European Innovation Council (EIC) has been part of this great 
innovation arena creating growth opportunities for small and medium 
companies. Wolves Summit gives an insight into the CEE ecosystem and offers 
the EIC the opportunity to present its mission to identify, develop and scale-up 
breakthrough technologies and disruptive innovations.

Kinga Stanislawska EIC Advisory Board Member and EIC Fund 
Investment Committee member

Wiktoria Przybylska (Microsoft) Testimonial

After attending Wolves Summit for the first time, I am very impressed with the 
topics discussed at the conference and the quality of attendance. It was a great 
opportunity to learn even more about what is happening at the Startup & VCs 
market in CEE and speak directly to the VCs that we, as an LP, invest in. 

David Dana Head of VC Investment, European Investment Fund (EIF)
Yan Yan Ho (EDB Singapore) Testimonial

Exceptional times need exceptional people and exceptional actions! We were 
absolutely thrilled to partner with Wolves Summit this year. Over the last 
couple of years, they have shown so much resilience and ingenuity striving to 
connect the ecosystems in Central Eastern Europe and beyond. At the European 
Investment Fund, our aim is to support innovators on their journey towards 
success. We are looking forward to being part of the upcoming CEE Tech Week 
in June 2022 making an even bigger impact.

Nitan Pathak Head of Unit, European Investment Fund (EIF)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ra649TC5jgs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sGgmL2S7c1g
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Day 1: Scale-Ups Meet 
Investment

Day 1 focuses on growth and provides insight into 
the capital needed to accelerate and grow, the skills 
needed to effectively scale and the know-how to take 
your business to the next level.

Hear from Europe’s current and future unicorns as 
they share their insights on what it takes to succeed 
in today’s environment.



Day 2: Global LP-GP connections 
made easier

The first day is designed exclusively for investors and 
investment consultants across the world to gather insights 
on trends, opportunities and other developments in the 
European market. 

The forum will feature a mixture of presentations and panel 
discussions on topics such as investment strategy, regional 
and sector specialisation, fund performance and the 
changing appetite and needs of investors. Specialist 
roundtables and one-on-one meetings are also core features 
of the event.



Speed Networking

Online & On-site networking

Making connections that matter lies at 
the heart of Alpha Wolves.



Lounges & Parties

Discovery by day. Networking by night. 

The evening networking events and 
dinners make up the Alpha Wolves 
event. 



THE VENUE Exclusive space in the 
Varso Place office complex 
in Warsaw - the tallest 
office building in the 
European Union

TREND HOUSE is a private club space, a 
platform for building high-level relationships 
and cooperation, and a flexible program for the 
development of future competences.

As featured in



Hotel Warszawa - Networking 
Venue

Join us at an exclusive 
Networking Party in Hotel 
Warszawa, one of the most 
important representatives of 
Polish interwar architecture. 

It became an important symbol of the 
Warsaw revival after the war. Towering 
majestically above the capital, visible 
from a distance of up to 20 km. Its 
modern steel and reinforced concrete 
construction was the answer to the 
strong and dynamic urbanization of the 
Warsaw agglomeration and proof of the 
mastery of pre-war engineering. Today, 
it is one of the most modern hotels in 
Poland.



.

Become the Official Name Partner 
of the Scale-Up Day.

1. 2. 3.PANELS PROGRAMMING   VIP INVESTOR EVENING   SCALE-UP DAY

Curate sessions and core 
conversations designed to 
provide conference attendees a 
unique opportunity for intimate 
engagements with the most 
connected creative minds and 
names in the technology and 
investment arena.

Up to 100 investors and wealth 
managers will join us in an intimate 
dinner setting for super networking 
and discussing national and 
international trends and 
opportunities in collaborating on 
future investment rounds.

Network with high growth 
scale-ups who are looking for 
fundraising and strategic partners 
in the quest to expanding the 
business globally.

DAY 1
April 7th, 2022

Starting at 9 am local 
time

DAY 1-2, Trend House
April 7-8, 2022

 

Day 2
April 8th, 2022

Starting at 7 pm local time 
at the Der Elefant restaurant

Sponsorship Opportunities
ENJOY EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS

Have input in arranging a 5-star hotel 
dedicated space with your branding & open 
the luxurious evening with a 5-minute speech 
to officially launch the conference



5. Networking Party

Showcase your brand with printed 
materials, selfie walls, installations 
to gain exposure among all 
participants, including startups.

Officially open the networking 
party in a hybrid format to reach all 

attendees. Showcase your 
branding and become a part of this 

memorable event.

DAY 2
April 8th, 2022

Starting at 7 pm local time

4. Become a part of the HYBRID EXPO ZONE*

Increase your visibility 
among all participants 

and generate new leads 
to find future partners 

and clients.

Host your branded 
booth, either virtual 
or on-site in a 
specially designed 
Partners Area. 

*Spaces for booths  in virtual and on-site expo are strictly limited!

Sponsorship Opportunities
ENJOY EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS



For further information about Alpha Wolves 
and Wolves Summit, please contact:

Michael Chaffe
CEO at Wolves Summit & Wolves Digital
mike@wolvessummit.com

Email LinkedIn



About Wolves Summit



About Us
Wolves Summit is an integrated dealflow and 
digital marketing platform for investors and tech 
companies, offering year-round engagement 
through digital events such as Alpha Wolves, 
corporate innovation challenges and startup 
scaling activities.



Organising the largest, most active tech & 
innovation conference in CEE. 
Wolves Summit brings together the best 
creative and tech minds in the heart of Central 
Eastern Europe to network and make 
connections that matter.

The next edition of Wolves 
Summit will take place in 
Wroclaw, Poland between 
May 24-27.



what to expect

THE GREAT PITCH 
CONTEST

HYBRID EXPO

HYBRID 1:1 MEETINGS 
& NETWORKING

VIP EVENING,
 NETWORKING PARTY  
& CHILLOUT ZONE

4 DAYS 
OF INTENSIVE AGENDA WITH 
SIDE EVENTS

HR + INNOVATION 
DAYS

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.



BECOME A PART OF THE HYBRID EXPO ZONE

*Spaces for booths  in virtual and on-site expo are strictly limited!



BECOME A PART OF THE HYBRID EXPO ZONE

More info about the virtual booths.

Your branded booth, either virtual 
and/or on-site in a specially 
designed EXPO AREA.

*Spaces for booths  in virtual and on-site expo are strictly limited!

 Increase your visibility   
among all participants 
and generate new leads 
to find future partners, 
investors and clients.

https://www.wolvessummit.com/blog/virtual-booth-tips


WHAT IT MEANS TO BE OUR PARTNER?

We will organise a dedicated side party for 
100 people.

Our proposal, based on our experience: 
five-star Monopol Hotel. We will arrange 
the space to showcase your brand with 
promotional materials such as banners, 
screens, branded selfie wall.
The footage from the evening will be used 
in Wolves Summit’s official aftermovie & 
you’ll get a photo pack from the party
We provide the sound equipment and 
stream to the hopin platform.

Investor Dinners



Your presence in the press

30+K
Social Media 

Followers

50+
Journalists

2m
Reach

Impressions

30K+
Monthly 

Website Visits

20+K
Subscribers

250k
"Wolves Summit - one of the most important 
conferences for startups" - Business Insider

* As of October 2021



Future of Work & HR
What’s next for the workplace

Impact Investing & Technology
The rise of sustainable tech

Deeptech & Cutting Edge
A glimpse into the technology of tomorrow

Wolves Summit 22-Content Themes



Wolves Summit 22- Content Themes

Future of our cities & homes
Connecting earth, nature and technology

The Unicorn Path
Scaling the brightest ideas

New industries in the spotlight
Introducing new topics such as gaming, edtech 
or createch



Our Impact

37 716
meetings

25 898
attendees

3070
investors

4687 
executives

7348
startups

90
countries

*2015-2021 statistics



Trusted by leading 
organisations



Supporting 50+ innovative 
companies embrace hybrid events 



Pairing a global perspective with 
industry specific knowledge

25+
Industries

33,726
Meetings

80+
Countries

19,947
Participants



For further information about Alpha Wolves 
and Wolves Summit, please contact:

Michael Chaffe
CEO at Wolves Summit & Wolves Digital
mike@wolvessummit.com

Email LinkedIn


